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Study Title Pubmed ID
A brief relaxation intervention reduces stress and improves surgical wound healing 
response: a randomised trial.

1 21741471

A cognitive model of pathological worry.2 22863541

A comparison of the effects of thought suppression, distraction and concentration.3 17897619

A functional magnetic resonance imaging study of amygdala and medial prefrontal 
cortex responses to overtly presented fearful faces in posttraumatic stress disorder.

4 15753240

A functional MRI study of simple arithmetic-- a comparison between children and adults.5 14741309

A habit-goal framework of depressive rumination.6 24661156

A longitudinal study of psychosocial distress in breast cancer: prevalence and risk 
factors. A longitudinal study of psychosocial distress

7 21678180

A longitudinal study of rumination and distraction in formerly depressed inpatients and 
community controls.

8 19899844

A meta-analysis of executive components of working memory.9 22314046

A neural switch for active and passive fear10 20797541

A new intervention program for improvement of cognitive functions of senile dementia 
patients

11 16509427

A novel theory of experiential avoidance in generalized anxiety disorder: a review and 
synthesis of research supporting a contrast avoidance model of worry.

12 21334285

A parametric manipulation of factors affecting task-induced deactivation in functional 
neuroimaging.

13 12729491

A regret-induced status quo bias.14 21368043

Abnormal cortical activity in patients with temporomandibular disorder evoked by 
cognitive and emotional tasks.

15 21167644

Actions travel with their objects: evidence for dynamic event files.16 19107512

Activation of prefrontal and posterior superior temporal areas in visual calculation17 8836978

Activation of the ventral medial prefrontal cortex during an uncontrollable stressor 
reproduces both the immediate and long-term protective effects of behavioral control.

18 18515010

Acute stress impairs the retrieval of extinction memory in humans19 24508065

Adolescent male rats exposed to social defeat exhibit altered anxiety behavior and 
limbic monoamines as adults.

20 19485563

Adolescent social defeat alters markers of adult dopaminergic function.21 21741457

Adolescent social defeat decreases spatial working memory performance in adulthood.22 24134918
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Study Title Pubmed ID
Behavioral techniques for attenuating the expression of fear associations in an animal 
model of anxiety.

23 24698960

Amygdala activation to threat under attentional load in individuals with anxiety disorder.24 22738024

An acute psychosocial stress enhances the neural response to smoking cues.25 19632211

Anxiety and cognitive performance: attentional control theory.26 17516812

Anxiety and depression in hospitalized patients in resistant organism isolation27 12630637

Are Representations in Working Memory Distinct From Representations in Long-Term 
Memory? Neural Evidence in Support of a Single Store

28 20624934

Assessing treatments used to reduce rumination and/or worry: a systematic review.29 24036088

Chronic stress disrupts fear extinction and enhances amygdala and hippocampal Fos 
expression in an animal model of posttraumatic stress disorder.

30 24508064

Attention modification program in individuals with generalized anxiety disorder.31 19222311

Attentional capture by emotional stimuli is modulated by semantic processing.32 18377174

Attentional networks.33 7512772

Two ways to deepen extinction and the difference between them.34 23066980

Acute stress influences neural circuits of  reward processing.35 23125822

The basolateral amygdala is critical for learning about neutral stimuli in the presence of 
danger, and the perirhinal cortex is critical in the absence of danger

36 23926265

Basic math in monkeys and college students.37 18092890

BDNF mediates adaptive brain and body responses to energetic challenges.38 24361004

Behavioral control over shock blocks behavioral and neurochemical effects of later 
social defeat.

39 19909791

Behavioral control, the medial prefrontal cortex, and resilience.40 17290798

Behavioral Effects of Longitudinal Training in Cognitive Reappraisal41 24364856

Behavioral interventions in multiple sclerosis: a biopsychosocial perspective.42 23039388

Beneficial effects of human altruism.43 21872608

Beneficial effects of reading aloud and solving simple arithmetic calculations (learning 
therapy) on a wide range of cognitive functions in the healthy elderly

44  22483196
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Study Title Pubmed ID
Beneficiary or benefactor: are people more prosocial when they reflect on receiving or 
giving?

45 22868495

Better late than never? On the dynamics of online regulation of sadness using 
distraction and cognitive reappraisal.

46 17933748

Pain catastrophizing is associated with dental pain in a stressful context47 23232145

Negative affect reduces team awareness: the effects of mood and stress on computer-
mediated team communication

48 22908679

Blurring of emotional and non-emotional memories by taxing working memory during 
recall.

49 24199660

Both Risk and Reward are Processed Differently in Decisions Made Under Stress.50 22457564

Bottom-up and top-down emotion generation: implications for emotion regulation51 21296865

Bottom-up and top-down processes in emotion generation: common and distinct neural 
mechanisms.

52 19883494

Bouncing back from failure: the interactive impact of perceived controllability and 
stability on self-efficacy beliefs and future task performance.

53 19697230

Brain activity during stimulus independent thought.54 8930966

Brain mechanisms underlying the impact of attachment-related stress on social 
cognition.

55 24348364

Brain on stress: How the social environment gets under the skin.56 23045648

Brain plasticity and motor practice in cognitive aging57 24653695

Brain systems mediating cognitive interference by emotional distraction58  16481440

Is the ability to keep your mind sharp under pressure reflected in your heart? Evidence 
for the neurophysiological bases of decision reinvestment

59 24859424

Breathing meditation by medical students at Khon Kaen University: effect on psychiatric 
symptoms, memory, intelligence and academic achievement.

60 22550848

Bruxism. Masticatory implications and anxiety.61 24294819

Building a neuroscience of pleasure and well-being.62  22328976

Can't quite commit: rumination and uncertainty.63  15272963

Cardiac vagal tone is correlated with selective attention to neutral distractors under 
load.

64 23418911

Cardiorespiratory dynamic response to mental stress: a multivariate time-frequency 
analysis.

65 24386006

Catastrophizing delays the analgesic effect of distraction.66  20188470
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Study Title Pubmed ID
Central effects of stress hormones in health and disease: Understanding the protective 
and damaging effects of stress and stress mediators.

67 18282566

Cerebral activations during number multiplication and comparison: a PET study68 8904747

Cerebral blood flow and energy metabolism during stress.69  2167019

Changes in cortical blood oxygenation during arithmetical tasks measured by near-
infrared spectroscopy

70 19096903

Changing brains, changing perspectives: the neurocognitive development of reciprocity.71 21164174

Changing fear: the neurocircuitry of emotion regulation.72 19710632

Chronic pain and posttraumatic stress disorder: mutual maintenance?73 11497210

Chronic stress accelerates learning and memory impairments and increases amyloid 
deposition in APPV717I-CT100 transgenic mice, an Alzheimer's disease model.

74 16467370

Chronic Stress Causes Frontostriatal Reorganization and Affects Decision-Making75 19644122

Chronic stress, daily stressors, and circulating inflammatory markers76   21928900

Clearing the mind: a working memory model of distraction from negative mood77 18039038

Cognitive activation theory of stress, sensitization, and common health complaints.78 17584977

Cognitive emotion regulation fails the stress test79 23980142

Cognitive modulation of emotion anticipation.80 16930447

Cognitive modulation of pain-related brain responses depends on behavioral strategy.81 15494184

Cognitive rehabilitation for Alzheimer disease--the learning therapy82 16447747

Cognitive rehabilitation--the learning therapy for the senile dementia.83     17447522

Collective threat, trust, and the sense of personal control.84 21799185

Competition among multiple memory systems: converging evidence from animal and 
human brain studies.

85 12457750

Detecting analogies unconsciously86 24478656

Consciousness and the prefrontal parietal network: insights from attention, working 
memory, and chunking.

87 22416238

Consumerism in action: how patients and physicians negotiate payment in health care.88 23202480
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Context-dependent human extinction memory is mediated by a ventromedial prefrontal 
and hippocampal network.

89 16971534

Contextual processing of abstract concepts reveals neural representations of 
nonlinguistic semantic content.

90 23363408

Control and intrusive memories as possible determinants of chronic stress.91 8346335

Control over stress, but not stress per se increases prefrontal cortical pyramidal neuron 
excitability.

92  22973008

Controllable versus uncontrollable stressors bi-directionally modulate conditioned but 
not innate fear.

93 17478046

Coping behavior causes asymmetric changes in neuronal activation in the prefrontal 
cortex and amygdala.

94 18932226

Corollary discharge provides the sensory content of inner speech.95 23846719

Cortical activation during retrieval of arithmetical facts and actual calculation: a 
functional magnetic resonance imaging study.

96 10997866

Cortical networks for working memory and executive functions sustain the conscious 
resting state in man.

97 11287133

Corticolimbic mechanisms in emotional decisions.98 12899415

Corticotrophin releasing factor accelerates neuropathology and cognitive decline in a 
mouse model of Alzheimer's disease

99 22045495

Corticotropin-releasing factor in the dorsal raphe nucleus increases medial prefrontal 
cortical serotonin via type 2 receptors and median raphe nucleus activity.

100 18702701

Corticotropin-releasing hormone receptors in the medial prefrontal cortex regulate 
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal activity and anxiety-related behavior regardless of prior 

101 18001698

Creating number semantics through finger movement perception.102  20042184

Cultural recycling of cortical maps103 17964253

Decision making under stress: a selective review.104 22342781

Default network and intelligence difference.105 19964951

Dentists' perceived stress and its relation to perceptions about anxious patients.106 11153566

Depression and the hyperactive right-hemisphere.107 20603163

Depression, rumination and the default network.108 20855296

Different amygdala subregions mediate valence-related and attentional effects of 
oxytocin in humans

109 20421469

Differential contribution of right and left amygdala to affective information processing.110 11568425
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Differential environmental regulation of neurogenesis along the septo-temporal axis of 
the hippocampus.

111 22561281

Differential modulation of long-term depression by acute stress in the rat dorsal and 
ventral hippocampus.

112 19587269

Dissecting the anticipation of aversion reveals dissociable neural networks.113 22763169

Distinct representations of subtraction and multiplication in the neural systems for 
numerosity and language.

114 21246667

Divided representation of concurrent goals in the human frontal lobes.115 20395509

Do threatening stimuli draw or hold visual attention in subclinical anxiety?116 11757875

Does working memory training work? The promise and challenges of enhancing 
cognition by training working memory.

117 21327348

Cumulative activation during positive and negative events and state anxiety predicts 
subsequent inertia of amygdala reactivity

118 24603023

Dopaminergic Innervation of the Amygdala Is Highly Responsive to Stress119 10037480

Dream rebound of suppressed emotional thoughts: The influence of cognitive load.120 21115260

Dynamic Shifts of Limited Working Memory Resources in Human Vision121     18687968

Early adolescence as a critical window during which social stress distinctly alters 
behavior and brain norepinephrine activity.

122 21178981

Effect of language switching on arithmetic: a bilingual FMRI study123 16417683

Effect of psychological stress on the salivary cortisol and amylase levels in healthy young 
adults.

124 15485637

Effects of attention on the intensity and unpleasantness of thermal pain.125 2616184

Effects of momentary assessed stressful events and worry episodes on somatic health 
complaints.

126 21038174

Effects of regulating emotions on cognitive performance: what is costly for young adults 
is not so costly for older adults.

127 19290754

Effects of responses to depression on the remediation of depressive affect.128 2324941

Effects of traumatic stress and perceived stress on everyday cognitive functioning.129 22963576

Embodied memory judgments: a case of motor fluency.130 19686029

Embodied numerosity: Implicit hand-based representations influence symbolic number 
processing across cultures.

131 20513381

Emotion regulation reduces loss aversion and decreases amygdala responses to losses132 22275168
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Study Title Pubmed ID
Emotion, Cognition, and Mental State Representation in Amygdala and Prefrontal Cortex133 20331363

Emotional automaticity is a matter of timing.134 20427643

Emotional functions of the insula.135 23037601

Emotional modulation of attention affects time perception: Evidence from event-related 
potentials.

136 24656420

Emotional stroop performance in older adults: effects of habitual worry.137 21941169

Emotional working memory capacity in posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)138 21684525

Employer Perceptions of Stress and Resilience Intervention.139     23047656

Engaging in imagery versus verbal processing of worry: Impact on negative intrusions in 
high worriers.

140  20381014

Enhanced activation of the left hemisphere promotes normative decision making.141 24215467

Enhanced sympathetic arousal in response to FMRI scanning correlates with task 
induced activations and deactivations.

142 23967320

Enhancing effects of acute psychosocial stress on priming of non-declarative memory in 
healthy young adults

143 22043868

Erasing fear memories with extinction training.144 21068303

Event-related potentials of single-digit addition, subtraction, and multiplication.145 16828126

Exact and approximate arithmetic in an Amazonian indigene group.146 15486303

Exaggerated, mispredicted, and misplaced: when "it's the thought that counts" in gift 
exchanges.

147 22774790

Extending animal models of fear conditioning to humans.148 16472906

Extending brain-training to the affective domain: increasing cognitive and affective 
executive control through emotional working memory training.

149 21949712

Extinction circuits for fear and addiction overlap in prefrontal cortex.150 19380710

Extinction during reconsolidation of threat memory diminishes prefrontal cortex 
involvement.

151 24277809

Extinction training during the reconsolidation window prevents recovery of fear152  22951626

Eye gaze reveals a fast, parallel extraction of the syntax of arithmetic formulas.153  22921187

Eye movements during recall of aversive memory decreases conditioned fear154 23916632
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Study Title Pubmed ID
Fear fosters flight: a mechanism for fear contagion when perceiving emotion expressed 
by a whole body.

155 15546983

Fear thou not: activity of frontal and temporal circuits in moments of real-life courage156 20620879

Fear-enhancing effects of septal oxytocin 
receptors.

157 23872596

Fixing our focus: training attention to regulate emotion158 20435804

Forebrain Pain Mechanisms159 2700838

From fear to safety and back: reversal of fear in the human brain160 18987188

From mental power to muscle power--gaining strength by using the mind.161 14998709

From storage to manipulation: How the neural correlates of verbal working memory 
reflect varying demands on inner speech.

162 21889195

Frontal and parietal contributions to arithmetic fact retrieval: A parametric analysis of 
the problem-size effect.

163 20336690

Frontal cortex subregions play distinct roles in choices between actions and stimuli.164 19091968

Frontoparietal attentional network activation differs between smokers and nonsmokers 
during affective cognition.

165 23154092

Functional correlates of the lateral and medial entorhinal cortex: objects, path 
integration and local-global reference frames.

166 24366146

Functional MRI changes before and after onset of reported emotions.167 15664795

Gaze-fixation to happy faces predicts mood repair after a negative mood induction.168 24188064

Getting out of rumination: comparison of three brief interventions in a sample of youth.169 22527609

Glucose metabolic changes in the prefrontal cortex are associated with HPA axis 
response to a psychosocial stressor

170 18337016

Goal-directed behavior under emotional distraction is preserved by enhanced task-
specific activation.

171 22302842

Grin and bear it: the influence of manipulated facial expression on the stress response.172 23012270

Hand hygiene noncompliance and the cost of hospital-acquired methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus aureus infection.

173  20184440

Helplessness and perceived pain intensity: relations to cortisol concentrations after 
electrocutaneous stimulation in healthy young men.

174 21718526

Hemodynamic and autonomic adjustments to real life stress conditions in humans.175 11799100

Hemodynamic signals of mixed messages during a social exchange.176 21602650
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Study Title Pubmed ID
How do incorrect results change the processing of arithmetic information? Evidence 
from a divided visual field experiment

177 23988195

How do patients experience isolation due to an infection or colonisation with MRSA?178 17069418

How do you feel? Interoception: the sense of the physiological condition of the body.179 12154366

How do you feel--now? The anterior insula 
and human awareness.

180 19096369

How does interoceptive awareness interact with the subjective experience of emotion? 
An fMRI study.

181 22102377

How genes and the social environment moderate each other.182 23927504

How is emotional awareness related to emotion regulation strategies and self-reported 
negative affect in the general population?

183 24637792

How placebos change the patient's brain.184 20592717

How stress damages immune system and health.185 20704904

How the brain heals emotional wounds: the functional neuroanatomy of forgiveness.186 24367315

How to handle anxiety: The effects of reappraisal, acceptance, and suppression 
strategies on anxious arousal.

187 19281966

How to regulate emotion? Neural networks for reappraisal and distraction.188 21041200

How verbal and spatial manipulation networks contribute to calculation: an fMRI study189 18406434

How we know it hurts: item analysis of written narratives reveals distinct neural 
responses to others' physical pain and emotional suffering.

190 23638181

Human altruism: economic, neural, and evolutionary perspectives.191 15582384

Human fear extinction and return of fear using reconsolidation update mechanisms: The 
contribution of on-line expectancy ratings

192  24183839

Imaging how attention modulates pain in humans using functional MRI.193 11844731

Immediate and early behavioral interventions for the prevention of acute and 
posttraumatic stress disorder.

194 21941180

Impact of cognitive behavioral therapy for social anxiety disorder on the neural 
dynamics of cognitive reappraisal of negative self-beliefs: randomized clinical trial.

195  23945981

Impact of prosocial neuropeptides on human brain function.196 18655902

Impairments of Spatial Working Memory and Attention Following Acute Psychosocial 
tress.

197 24395182

Implicit emotion regulation under demanding conditions: The moderating role of action 
versus state orientation.

198 21432685
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Improving fluid intelligence with training on working memory.199 18443283

Increased resistance of immobilized-stressed mice to infection: correlation with 
behavioral alterations.

200 23142705

Individual differences in mathematical competence predict parietal brain activation 
during mental calculation.

201 17851092

Individual differences in the effects of chronic stress on memory: behavioral and 
neurochemical correlates of resiliency.

202 23644054

Individual differences in trait rumination and the neural systems supporting cognitive 
reappraisal.

203 16180622

Individual differences underlying susceptibility to addiction: Role for the endogenous 
oxytocin system.

204 24056025

Inflammation and Alzheimer's disease: possible role of periodontal diseases.205 18631974

Inflammation as a psychophysiological biomarker in chronic psychosocial stress.206 20026349

Inner speech captures the perception of external speech.207 23556693

Intentional modulation of the late positive potential in response to smoking cues by 
cognitive strategies in smokers.

208 22087333

Interaction between stimulus intensity and perceptual load in the attentional control of 
pain.

209 23182624

Interactions between number and space in parietal cortex210 15928716

Internally generated preactivation of single neurons in human medial frontal cortex 
predicts volition.

211 21315264

Interoception: the sense of the physiological condition of the body.212 12965300

Intrusive memories and rumination in patients with post-traumatic stress disorder: a 
phenomenological comparison.

213 17454662

Involvement of oxytocin and its receptor in nociceptive modulation in the central 
nucleus of amygdala of rats.

214 19429063

Involving Parents in Indicated Early Intervention for Childhood PTSD Following 
Accidental Injury.

215 22983482

Knowing 7 x 8, but not the meaning of 'elephant': evidence for the dissociation between 
numerical and non-numerical semantic knowledge.

216 16697429

Leadership is associated with lower levels of stress.217 23012416

Learned helplessness sensitizes hippocampal norepinephrine to mild restress.218 8080888

Level of Processing Modulates the Neural Correlates of Emotional Memory Formation219 20350176

Linking brain structure and activation in temporoparietal junction to explain the 
neurobiology of human altruism.

220 22794262
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Linking stress to inflammation.221 16927932

Look here, eye movements play a functional role in memory retrieval.222 24166856

Looking inward: shifting attention within working memory representations alters 
emotional responses.

223 23137969

Mapping introspection's blind spot: reconstruction of dual-task phenomenology using 
quantified introspection.

224 20129603

Markers of chronic stress: prolonged physiological activation and (un)conscious 
perseverative cognition.

225 20096302

Mathematical logic in the human brain: semantics226 23301101

Measuring psychological stress. Concept,model, and measurement instrument 
inprimary care research.

227 14526870

Medial prefrontal cortex determines how stressor controllability affects behavior and 
dorsal raphe nucleus.

228 15696163

Medial prefrontal cortical activation modulates the impact of controllable and 
uncontrollable stressor exposure on a social exploration test of anxiety in the rat

229 19051125

Memory accessibility, mood regulation, and dysphoria: difficulties in repairing sad mood 
with happy memories?

230 15122938

Memory modulation.231 22122145

Mental arithmetic and non-speech office noise: an exploration of interference-by-
content

232 23412582

Mental exercises for cognitive function: clinical evidence.233 23412645

Mental health aspects of disasters234  23263326

Metabolic consequences of stress during childhood and adolescence.235  22146091

Midbrain contributions to sensorimotor decision making.236 22496524

Mirror neurons: Enigma of the metaphysical modular brain.237 23225972

Modifiable risk factors in periodontitis: at the intersection of aging and disease238 24320953

Modulating social behavior with oxytocin: how does it work? What does it mean?239 22197271

Modulation of activity in temporal cortex during generation of inner speech.240 12112764

Modulation of Associative Human Motor Cortical Plasticity by Attention241 14724259

Modulation of competing memory systems by distraction.242 16868087
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Modulation of emotion by cognition and cognition by emotion.243 17239620

Modulation of human motoneuron activity by a mental arithmetic task.244 23159444

Modulatory effects of stress on reactivated emotional memories.245 20471179

Mood influences supraspinal pain processing separately from attention.246 19158297

Mood regulation in depression: Differential effects of distraction and recall of happy 
memories on sad mood.

247 17696704

More evidence for the role of the central executive in retrieving arithmetic facts - a case 
study of severe developmental dyscalculia.

248 11992213

Morphing between expressions dissociates continuous from categorical representations 
of facial expression in the human brain.

249 23213218

Motor action and emotional memory.250 20096831

Myosin II motor activity in the lateral amygdala is required for fear memory 
consolidation.

251 22174310

Negative emotional distraction on neural circuits for working memory in patients with 
posttraumatic stress disorder.

252 23911835

Neural basis of non-conscious visual working memory.253 24440779

Neural basis of spontaneous thought processes.254 15505972

Neural circuitry underlying the regulation of conditioned fear and its relation to 
extinction.

255 18786365

Neural circuits underlying emotional distress in humans.256 15677422

Neural correlates of arithmetic and language comprehension: a common substrate?257 16997333

Neural correlates of craving and resisting craving for tobacco in nicotine dependent 
smokers.

258 21790899

Neural Correlates of 'Distracting' from Emotion during Autobiographical Recollection.259 24603021

Neural correlates of emotional synchrony.260 20504869

Neural correlates of emotion-cognition interactions: A review of evidence from brain 
imaging investigations.

261  22059115

Neural correlates of opposing effects of emotional distraction on working memory and 
episodic memory: an event-related FMRI investigation.

262  23761770

Short- and long-term consequences of stressor controllability in adolescent rats.263 22771417

Neural mechanisms underlying the integration of emotion and working memory.264  22521253
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Neural networks involved in mathematical thinking: evidence from linear and non-linear 
analysis of electroencephalographic activity.

265 15619545

Neural signatures of the response to emotional distraction: a review of evidence from 
brain imaging investigations.

266 23761741

Neural systems underlying approach and avoidance in anxiety disorders.267 21319496

Neuroanatomical correlates of suicide in psychosis: the possible role of von Economo 
neurons.

268 21731632

Neurocognitive aspects of pain perception.269  18606561

Neuroimaging and neuropathological studies of depression: implications for the 
cognitive-emotional features of mood disorders.

270 11301246

Neuroimaging the temporal dynamics of human avoidance to sustained threat.271 24095880

Neuronal circuits of fear extinction.272  20384807

Neurons in primary motor cortex engaged during action observation273 20074212

Neuropathic pain, depressive symptoms, and C-reactive protein in sciatica patients.274 23126320

Neuropathology of stress.275  24318124

Neuropsychological mechanism underlying antidepressant effect: a systematic meta-
analysis.

276 24662929

No retrieval-induced forgetting under stress.277 19818045

Nonlinear dynamics of emotion-cognition interaction: when emotion does not destroy 
cognition?

278 20821062

Number generation bias after action observation.279 22744775

Obesity - A neuropsychological disease? Systematic review and neuropsychological 
model.

280 24394671

Object-based attention occurs regardless of object awareness.281 22237418

Seeking the wisdom of crowds through challenge-based competitions in biomedical 
research

282 23549146

On the relationship between emotion and cognition.283 18209732

One versus many: capturing the use of multiple emotion regulation strategies in 
response to an emotion-eliciting stimulus.

284 23130665

Optimism and Its Impact on Mental and Physical Well-Being285 20592964

Optimism and suicide ideation among young adult college students.286 17453695
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Overcoming status quo bias in the human brain.287     20231462

Overlapping activity in anterior insula during interoception and emotional experience.288 22587900

Overlapping neural substrates between intentional and incidental down-regulation of 
negative emotions.

289  22468617

Overlapping neurobiology of learned helplessness and conditioned defeat: implications 
for PTSD and mood disorders.

290 21396383

Oxytocin attenuates amygdala responses to emotional faces regardless of valence.291 17617382

Oxytocin selectively gates fear responses through distinct outputs from the central 
amygdala

292 21719680

Pain and emotion: a biopsychosocial review of recent research.293 21647882

Pain and emotional processing in psychological trauma.294 20856194

Pain and stress in a systems perspective: reciprocal neural, endocrine, and immune 
interactions.

295 18088561

Pain catastrophizing in dental patients: implications for treatment management296 24177402

Paradoxical effects of stress and an executive task on decisions under risk.297 23544598

Patient experience of source isolation: lessons for clinical practice298 22551431

Patients' feelings about hand washing, MRSA status and patient information299 17353833

Pattern of Stress-Induced Hyperglycemia according to Type of Diabetes: A Predator 
Stress Model.

300 24404519

Patterns of children's coping with an aversive dental treatment.301 7641665

Paving the path for habit change: cognitive shielding of intentions against habit intrusion.302 21199542

Perceived past, present, and future control and adjustment to stressful life events.303 21299308

Feeling psychologically restrained: the effect of social exclusion on tonic immobility.304 24765247

Perfusion functional MRI reveals cerebral blood flow pattern under psychological stress305 16306271

Persistence of Value-Driven Attentional Capture.306 23181684

Persistent pain produces stress-like alterations in hippocampal neurogenesis and gene 
expression.

307 16885011

Phonological processing and arithmetic fact retrieval: evidence from developmental 
dyslexia.

308 20965205
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Physiological correlates of eye movement desensitization and reprocessing.309 17604948

Physiology and Neurobiology of Stress and Adaptation: Central Role of the Brain310 17615391

Poor sleep challenging the health of a Nation.311 23019761

Positive affect and psychobiological processes.312 20097225

Positive emotions broaden the scope of attention and thought-action repertoires.313 21852891

Possible genetic and epigenetic links between human inner speech, schizophrenia and 
altruism

314 22483963

Posttraumatic stress disorder following medical illness and treatment.315 12729679

Poverty impedes cognitive function.316 23990553

Power, distress, and compassion: turning a blind eye to the suffering of others.317 19121143

Prefrontal control of the amygdala during real-time fMRI neurofeedback training of 
emotion regulation.

318 24223175

Prefrontal inhibition of threat processing reduces working memory interference319 23750133

Prefrontal mechanisms in extinction of conditioned fear320 16712801

Preparation for oral surgery: evaluating elements of coping.321 8847714

Preventing the return of fear in humans using reconsolidation update mechanisms.322 20010606

Threat prevention, challenge promotion: The impact of threat, challenge and regulatory 
focus on attention to negative stimuli.

323 24650166

Prolonged cardiac effects of momentary assessed stressful events and worry episodes.324 20410249

Prolonged marital stress is associated with short-lived responses to positive stimuli.325 24660957

Pros and cons of a wandering mind: a prospective study.326 23966964

Prosocial spending and well-being: cross-cultural evidence for a psychological universal.327 23421360

Psychobiology and molecular genetics of resilience.328 19455174

Psychological Stress Impairs Early Wound Repair Following Surgery329 14508033

Psychological Stress Measure (PSM-9): integration of an evidence-based approach to 
assessment, monitoring, and evaluation of stress in physical therapy practice.

330 19842868
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Study Title Pubmed ID
Psychosocial and psychophysiological effects of human-animal interactions: the possible 
role of oxytocin.

331 22866043

Psychosocial stress induces working memory impairments in an n-back paradigm332 18359168

Quality of life in patients suffering from insomnia.333 23198273

Rapid Assimilation of External Objects Into the Body Schema.334 20483818

Reactivity to stressor pile-up in adulthood: Effects on daily negative and positive affect335 24660797

Reading aloud and arithmetic calculation improve frontal function of people with 
dementia.

336 15860478

Reading and doing arithmetic nonconsciously.337 23150541

Reasoning, learning, and creativity: frontal lobe function and human decision-making.338 22479152

Recruitment of an area involved in eye movements during mental arithmetic339 19423779

Reducing the vividness and emotional impact of distressing autobiographical memories: 
the importance of modality-specific interference.

340 17469020

Relationships among pain, anxiety, and depression in primary care.341 17932958

Relative Effectiveness of Reappraisal and Distraction in Regulating Emotion in Late-Life 
Depression.

342 24021222

Remission from post-traumatic stress disorder in the general population.343 22166813

Reputation for reciprocity engages the brain reward center344 20615982

Resisting emotional interference: brain regions facilitating working memory 
performance during negative distraction.

345 20498341

Risk-avoidant decision making increased by threat of electric shock.346 22913418

Role of chronic stress and depression in periodontal diseases347 24320960

Role of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis versus the amygdala in fear, stress, and 
anxiety.

348 12600711

Role of the ventral medial prefrontal cortex in mediating behavioral control-induced 
reduction of later conditioned fear.

349 18235108

Rumination in the laboratory: what happens when you go back to everyday life?350 20846182

Rumination is characterized by valence-specific impairments in switching of attention.351 24140824

Rumination, distraction and mindful self-focus: effects on mood, dysfunctional attitudes 
and cortisol stress response.

352 18485265
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Study Title Pubmed ID
Rumination, distraction, and mindful self-focus in depressed patients.353 19166993

Rumination: Relationships with Physical Health.354 22468242

Selective activation of dorsal raphe nucleus-projecting neurons in the ventral medial 
prefrontal cortex by controllable stress.

355 19686468

Selective Attentional Enhancement and Inhibition of Fronto-Posterior Connectivity by 
the Basal Ganglia During Attention Switching.

356 24343891

Self-control as limited resource: regulatory depletion patterns.357 9523419

Self-relevance modulates brain responses to angry body expressions.358 23039996

Severe psychological stress in elderly individuals: a proposed model of 
neurodegeneration and its implications

359 19193610

Severe stress switches CRF action in the nucleus accumbens from appetitive to aversive.360  22992525

Shared structural and temporal integration resources for music and arithmetic 
processing.

361 22673068

Shielding cognition from nociception with working memory.362 23026759

Neural Correlates of Self-distraction from Anxiety and a Process Model of Cognitive 
Emotion Regulation

363 16859413

Single medial prefrontal neurons cope with error.364 19609433

Sleep deprivation impairs consolidation of cued fear memory in rats.365 23082139

Smile to see the forest: Facially expressed positive emotions broaden cognition.366 23275681

Social anxiety and emotion regulation in daily life: spillover effects on positive and 
negative social events.

367 22428662

Social rejection shares somatosensory representations with physical pain.368 21444827

Frontal lobe role in simple arithmetic calculations: an fNIR study.369 22260794

Spontaneous giving and calculated greed.370 22996558

State of the science: intuition in nursing, a generation of studying the phenomenon.371 17299273

Status quo bias in conflict situations.372 15747551

Staying cool when things get hot: emotion regulation modulates neural mechanisms of 
memory encoding.

373 21212840

Steroid modulation of hippocampal plasticity: switching between cognitive and 
emotional memories.

374 22454617
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Stimulation of medial prefrontal cortex decreases the responsiveness of central 
amygdala output neurons.

375 14507980

Stress and decision making: a few minutes make all the difference.376 23643690

Stress and decision making: neural correlates of the interaction between stress, 
executive functions, and decision making under risk.

377 24408441

Stress and emotional memory: a matter of timing.378 21571575

Stress and obesity/metabolic syndrome in childhood and adolescence.379  21905812

Stress and visceral pain: from animal models to clinical therapies.380 21575632

Stress as a modulator of motor system function and pathology.381 18019607

Stress effects in the hippocampus: synaptic plasticity and memory.382 16753928

Stress effects on working memory, explicit memory, and implicit memory for neutral 
and emotional stimuli in healthy men.

383     19169362

Stress leads to contrasting effects on thelevels of brain derived neurotrophic factor in 
the hippocampus and amygdala.

384 22272355

Stimulus-specific enhancement of fear extinction during slow-wave sleep.385 24056700

Stress, asthma, and respiratory infections: pathways involving airway immunology and 
microbial endocrinology.

386 23041248

Stress-induced dynamic routing of hippocampal connectivity: a hypothesis.387 20082290

Stress-Induced Out-of-Context Activation of Memory.388  21203585

Stress-induced prefrontal reorganization and executive dysfunction in rodents.389 19111570

Structural basis of empathy and the domain general region in the anterior insular cortex.390 23675334

Structural priming across cognitive domains: from simple arithmetic to relative-clause 
attachment.

391 21873569

Successful coping and experience-dependent brain plasticity.392 16425008

Superior analgesic effect of an active distraction versus pleasant unfamiliar sounds and 
music: the influence of emotion and cognitive style.

393 22242169

Switching between executive and default mode networks in posttraumatic stress 
disorder: alterations in functional connectivity.

394 20569651

Symptoms of postsurgical distress following total knee replacement and their 
relationship to recovery outcomes.

395 21665014

Systematic review of the evidence of a relationship between chronic psychosocial stress 
and C-reactive protein.

396  23615944
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Study Title Pubmed ID
Taxing working memory reduces vividness and emotional intensity of images about the 
Queen's Day tragedy.

397 21074004

Temporal dynamics of emotional responding: amygdala recovery predicts emotional 
traits.

398 23160815

The anterior cingulate cortex. The evolution of an interface between emotion and 
cognition.

399 11411161

The association between perseverative negative cognitive processes and negative affect 
in people with long term conditions: a protocol for systematic review and meta-analysis.

400 24393299

The brain's default network and its adaptive role in internal mentation.401 21677128

The brain's default network: anatomy, function, and relevance to disease.402 18400922

The co-evolution of language and emotions.403 22734058

The effect of escapable versus inescapable social defeat on conditioned defeat and 
social recognition in Syrian hamsters.

404 21945371

The effects of acute stress on performance: implications for health professions 
education.

405 19907380

The effects of analytical rumination, reappraisal, and distraction on anger experience.406 22440071

The Effects of Brief Mindfulness Meditation Training on Experimentally Induced Pain.407 19853530

The empathic, physiological resonance of stress.408     21777106

The essential role of Broca's area in imitation.409 12653990

The gravity of unwanted thoughts: Asymmetric priming effects in thought suppression.410 17339120

The GROOP effect: groups mimic group actions.411 21074148

The human dimension: how the prefrontal cortex modulates the subcortical fear 
response

412 18019606

The imposition of, but not the propensity for, social subordination impairs exploratory 
behaviors and general cognitive abilities.

413 22531312

The influence of rumination and distraction on depressed and anxious mood: a 
prospective examination of the response styles theory in children and adolescents.

414 19415414

The influence of stress hormones on fear circuitry.415 19400714

The language of future-thought: an fMRI study of embodiment and tense processing.416 23063843

The medial prefrontal cortex is both necessary and sufficient for the acquisition of 
conditioned defeat.

417 22001285

The Mindful Brain and Emotion Regulation in Mood Disorders418 22340146
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Study Title Pubmed ID
The negative side of emotions: addiction to drugs of abuse.419 18985597

The neighborhood context of relative position, trust, and self-rated health.420 21669482

The neural bases of distraction and reappraisal.421 19400679

The neural bases of emotion regulation: reappraisal and suppression of negative 
emotion.

422 17888411

The neural representation of intrusive thoughts.423 22563007

The neurobiology of stress management424 20150886

The neurobiology of the stress-resistant brain.425 21790482

The neurology and evolution of humor, laughter, and smiling: the false alarm theory.426 9824844

The neuro-symphony of stress.427 19339973

The perseverative cognition hypothesis: a review of worry, prolonged stress-related 
physiological activation, and health.

428 16439263

The placebo effect: how the subconscious fits in.429 22643715

The prefrontal cortex as a key target of the maladaptive response to stress.430 17360899

The prefrontal cortex regulates lateral amygdala neuronal plasticity and responses to 
previously conditioned stimuli.

431 14657162

The regulation of negative and positive affect in daily life.432 23731436

The Relationship Between Work-Related Rumination and Evening and Morning 
Salivary Cortisol Secretion.

433 24166947

The response of brain serotonergic and dopaminergic systems to an acute stressor in 
rainbow trout: a time course study.

434 24031060

The restless mind.435 17073528

The role of D4 receptor gene exon III polymorphisms in shaping human altruism and 
prosocial behavior.

436 23717276

The role of spatial attention in attentional control over pain: an experimental 
investigation.

437  21063689

The role of the medial prefrontal cortex-amygdala circuit in stress effects on the 
extinction of fear.

438 17502909

The role of the nucleus accumbens in the acquisition and expression of conditioned 
defeat.

439 22024431

The Role of Ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex in the Recovery of Extinguished Fear440 10934272
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Study Title Pubmed ID
The role of working memory in the attentional control of pain.441 21238855

The roots of human altruism.442 19063815

The sensory insular cortex mediates the stress-buffering effects of safety signals but not 
behavioral control.

443 19074043

The Simulation of Smiles (SIMS) model: Embodied simulation and the meaning of facial 
expression.

444 21211115

The somatic marker hypothesis and the possible functions of the prefrontal cortex.445 8941953

The stress model of chronic pain: evidence from basal cortisol and hippocampal 
structure and function in humans.

446 23436504

The temporal dynamics model of emotional memory processing: a synthesis on the 
neurobiological basis of stress-induced amnesia, flashbulb and traumatic memories…

447 17641736

The temporal dynamics of emotion regulation: an EEG study of distraction and 
reappraisal.

448  21354262

The things you do for me: perceptions of a romantic partner's investments promote 
gratitude and commitment.

449 23885035

The time course of psychological stress as revealed by event-related potentials.450 23032784

The time course of symbolic number adaptation: oscillatory EEG activity and event-
related potential analysis.

451 22138125

The unconscious regulation of emotion: nonconscious reappraisal goals modulate 
emotional reactivity.

452 20001127

Theories of willpower affect sustained learning.453 22745675

Time-dependent changes in human corticospinal excitability reveal value-based 
competition for action during decision processing.

454 22699917

Timing of impulses from the central amygdala and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis to 
the brain stem.

455 18971295

Top-down predictions in the cognitive brain.456 17923222

Toward a physical basis of attention and self regulation.457 20161073

Towards a better understanding of dental anxiety and fear: cognitions vs. experiences.458 20572859

Trained men show lower cortisol, heart rate and psychological responses to 
psychosocial stress compared with untrained men.

459 17560731

Traumatic stress: effects on the brain.460  17290802

Treatment of sleep disturbances in posttraumatic stress disorder: A review.461 23015583

Tuning down the emotional brain: an fMRI study of the effects of cognitive load on the 
processing of affective images.

462 19349235
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Two different faces of threat. Comparing the neural systems for recognizing fear and 
anger in dynamic body expressions.

463 19371787

Two networks involved in producing and realizing plans.464 22433287

Unconscious amygdalar fear conditioning in a subset of chronic fatigue syndrome 
patients.

465 12445517

Unconscious-thought effects take place off-line, not on-line.466 20424087

Understanding the relationship between posttraumatic stress disorder and trauma 
cognitions: The impact of thought control strategies.

467 19679301

Unemployment and ill health: a connection through inflammation?468 19909544

Using distraction to regulate emotion: Insights from EEG theta dynamics469 24440597

Valence-specific regulation effects in a working memory task with emotional context.470 17570686

Visuospatial tasks suppress craving for cigarettes.471 20189549

Volitional control of movement: the physiology of free will.472 17466580

Wandering minds: the default network and stimulus-independent thought.473 17234951

What goes up does not always come down: patterns of distress, physical and 
psychosocial morbidity in people with cancer over a one year period.

474 21971977

What is that little voice inside my head? Inner speech phenomenology, its role in 
cognitive performance, and its relation to self-monitoring.

475 24412278

When fear is near: threat imminence elicits prefrontal-periaqueductal gray shifts in 
humans.

476 17717184

Which stress matters? The examination of temporal aspects of stress.477 9729848

Who do you trust? The impact of facial emotion and behaviour on decision making.478 23017055

Why does social exclusion hurt? The relationship between social and physical pain.479     15740417

'Willpower' over the life span: decomposing self-regulation.480 20855294

Working memory load reduces facilitated processing of threatening faces: An ERP study.481 22642340

Working memory retrieval: contributions of the left prefrontal cortex, the left posterior 
parietal cortex, and the hippocampus.

482 18471055

Working memory training: improving intelligence--changing brain activity.483 22475577

Worrying and rumination are both associated with reduced cognitive control.484 24077776
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Adults' arithmetic builds on fast and automatic processing of arabic digits: evidence 
from an audiovisual matching paradigm.

485 24505308

Improving the neural mechanisms of cognition through the pursuit of happiness.486  23966924

Active maintenance of semantic representations487 24687734

Altruism in networks: the effect of connections.488 21411451

Attention and visuospatial working memory share the same processing resources.489 22529826

Attention interference for emotional stimuli in cardiac interoceptive awareness.490 24602065

Automatic classification of eye activity for cognitive load measurement with emotion 
interference.

491 23270963

Cardiac reactivity to and recovery from acute stress: Temporal associations with implicit 
anxiety.

492  24632102

Cell phones change the way we walk.493 22226937

Cognitive-motor interference while grasping, lifting and holding objects.494  24244626 

Impairments of Spatial Working Memory and Attention Following Acute Psychosocial 
Stress.

495 24395182

A time-saving technique for the treatment of simple phobias.496 10674152

Consequences of anticipatory processing on cognitive symptoms of social anxiety.497 24245523

Improving the neural mechanisms of cognition through the pursuit of happiness.498 23966924

How is emotional awareness related to emotion regulation strategies and selfreported 
negative affect in the general population?

499  24637792

How are things adding up? Neural differences between arithmetic operations are due to 
general problem solving strategies.

500 24525170

Having the Time of Their Life: College Student Stress, Dating and Satisfaction with Life.501 24723539

Goal-directed behavior under emotional distraction is preserved by enhanced 
taskspecific activation.

502 22302842

Choking and excelling under pressure.503 17176424

Increasing cognitive load reducesinterference from masked appetitive and aversive but 
not neutral stimuli.

504  24709953

Inspired by distraction: mind wandering facilitates creative incubation.505 22941876

Interoceptive focus shapes the experience of time506 24489807
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Mechanisms of amyloid deposition in Alzheimer's disease.507 1776729

Mental representations of attachment figures facilitate recovery following upsetting 
autobiographical memory recall.

508 22486677

Unpacking the cognitive map: the parallel map theory of hippocampal function.509  12747525

Modal preferences in creative problem solving.510 22806663

Motivation versus aversive processing during perception.511 24708503

Motor memories formed by redundant neural representation.512  24748091

Negative affect improves the quality of memories: Trading capacity for precision in 
sensory and working memory.

513 24730718

Neural correlates of experimentally induced flow experiences.514  23959200

Neural correlates of preparatory and regulatory control over positive and negative 
emotion.

515 23887812

Neural evidence for description dependent reward processing in the framing effect.516  24733998

Neural mechanisms of dual-task interference and cognitive capacity limitation in the 
prefrontal cortex.

517 24584049

Psychological distress, related work attendance, and productivity loss in small-to 
medium enterprise owner/managers.

518  24132134

Real-time monitoring of behavioural parameters related to psychological stress.519 22954873

Recovering from an interruption: investigating speed-accuracy trade-offs in task 
resumption behavior.

520 23795978

Retrieval-induced forgetting of arithmetic facts.521 21875249

Role of the medial prefrontal cortex in coping and resilience.522 20727864

Selective attention increases choice certainty in human decision making.523 22815942

Short- and long-term consequences of stressor controllability in adolescent rats.524 22771417

Social Interactions and Well-Being: The Surprising Power of Weak Ties.525  24769739

Spontaneous Neural Fluctuations Predict Decisions to Attend.526 24738766

The impact of cardiac perception on emotion experience and cognitive performance 
under mental stress.

527  24719221

The neural subjective frame: from bodily signals to perceptual consciousness.528 24639580
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The role of task-related learned representations in explaining asymmetries in task 
switching.

529 23613919

The roles of the central executive and visuospatial storage in mental arithmetic: A 
comparison across strategies.

530 24131334

The time course of strategy sequential difficulty effects: an ERP study in arithmetic.531 23604571

Unconscious processing modulates creative problem solving: Evidence from an 
electrophysiological study.

532 24674758

Verbal worry facilitates attention to threat in high-worriers.533 23906509

What do arithmetic stress tests measure? Protocol variations and cardiovascular 
responses.

534 1886967

When does stress help or harm? The effects of stress controllability and subjective stress 
response on stroop performance.

535   22701442

Why mental arithmetic counts: brain activation during single digit arithmetic predicts 
high school math scores.

536 23283330

Working memory and mental arithmetic: a case for dual central executive resources.537 20832157

Worry in imagery and verbal form: effect on residual working memory capacity.538 21159327

Worry, problem elaboration and suppression of imagery: the role of concreteness.539  9682529

Biased saccadic responses to emotional stimuli in anxiety: an antisaccade study.540 24523861

Electrical neuroimaging reveals contentspecific effects of threat in primary visual cortex 
and fronto-parietal attentional networks.

541 24793834

Fear from the heart: sensitivity to fear stimuli depends on individual heartbeats.542 24806682

How you perceive threat determines your behavior.543 24115925

Neural responses to facial expressions support the role of the amygdala in processing 
threat.

544 24097376

Threatening scenes but not threatening faces shorten time-to-contact estimates.545 24811041

What accounts for the rapid detection of threat? Evidence for an advantage in 
perceptual and behavioral responding from eye movements.

546 24749632

Context modulation of memory for fear extinction in humans.547 16008774

Effects of Postretrieval-Extinction Learning on Return of Contextually Controlled Cued 
Fear.

548 24841740

Exposure to a fearful context during periods of memory plasticity impairs extinction via 
hyperactivation of frontal-amygdalar circuits.

549 23422280

Extinction of conditioned fear is better learned and recalled in the morning than in the 
evening.

550 23992769
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Fear of the unexpected: hippocampus mediates novelty-induced return of extinguished 
fear in rats.

551 23791555

Functional anatomy of neural circuits regulating fear and extinction.552 23027931

Functional MRI studies of the hippocampus.553 24777133

Hippocampal activation during extinction learning predicts occurrence of the renewal 
effect in extinction recall.

554 23684875

Preventing return of fear in an animal model of anxiety: additive effects of massive 
extinction and extinction in multiple contexts.

555 23611075

Social modulation in extinction of aversive memories.556 23103405

A cognitive map for object memory in the hippocampus557 19794187

Amygdalar and hippocampal theta rhythm synchronization during fear memory retrieval.558 12907806

Changes in clinically relevant metabolites with psychological stress parameters.559 15147103

Cerebellar Sequencing: a Trick for Predicting the Future560 25331541

Chronic psychological stress and the regulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines: a 
glucocorticoid-resistance model.

561 12433005

Differential Effects of Poststressor Rumination and Distraction on Cortisol and C-
Reactive Protein

562  24467256

Chronic stress, glucocorticoid receptor resistance, inflammation, and disease risk563  22474371

Directional Influence between the Human Amygdala and Orbitofrontal Cortex at the 
Time of Decision-Making

564 25333929

Emotional intelligence and mismatching expressive and verbal messages: a contribution 
to detection of deception.

565   24658500

Exercise enhances memory consolidation in the aging brain.566 24550824

Functional specialization within the medial frontal gyrus for perceptual go/no-go 
decisions based on "what," "when," and "where" related information: an fMRI study.

567  16102231

Helplessness and perceived pain intensity: relations to cortisol concentrations after 
electrocutaneous stimulation in healthy young men.

568 21718526

Implicit emotion regulation affects outcome evaluation.569 25332404

Interaction between the amygdala and the medial temporal lobe memory system 
predicts better memory for emotional events.

570 15182723

Lie, truth, lie: the role of task switching in a deception context.571 24923778

Neural correlates of second-order verbal deception: a functional near-infrared 
spectroscopy (fNIRS) study.

572 24161626
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Neural mechanisms of economic commitment in the human medial prefrontal cortex.573 25333687

Projections of the lateral entorhinal cortex to the amygdala: a Phaseolus vulgaris 
leucoagglutinin study in the rat.

574 9472403

Right inferior frontal gyrus activation as a neural marker of successful lying.575 24106468

Risking Your Life without a Second Thought: Intuitive Decision-Making and Extreme 
Altruism.

576  25333876

Sequence of information processing for emotions through pathways linking temporal 
and insular cortices with the amygdala.

577  18261932

The basolateral amygdala is critical for learning about neutral stimuli in the presence of 
danger, and the perirhinal cortex is critical in the absence of danger.

578  23926265

Unconscious learning of likes and dislikes is persistent, resilient, and reconsolidates.579 25339917

Under pressure: the effects of stress on positive and negative relationship behaviors.580  25175994
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